Talk about part-time
jobs, work
experience and future
plans

SECONDARY SPANISH
LEARNING JOURNEY

Revise for and
Develop good MFL sit your Y11
mock exams
revision habits

Firm up
your post Revise for and sit your
16 pathway GCSEs feeling confident

YEAR

11
Describe local
area and
shops

Describe food
and drink and
talk about
healthy living

Talk about
environmental
and global issues

Have a careers interview
and consider where
languages could take you

Attend King’s
Academy Sixth
Form Open Evening

Talk about
technology and its
advantages and
disadvantages

Talk about
leisure
activities, TV
and sports

Celebrate an
excellent set of
GCSE results

Take part in a trip to
Spain

YEAR

Describe family
and friends in
detail
Arrange to go out
using me gustaría +
inf and the verbs
querer (to want)
and poder (to be
able to)

Talk about
music and
film/TV
preferences

Using comparatives,
superlatives to
describe holiday
activities and homes

Talk about food
and drink

Order a meal as a
role-play task

Describe
school life

Talk about where
you live and what
it’s like

Make
arrangements for
the near future

YEAR
Describe a holiday
in the past

Start using
more
complex
conjunctions

Asking for and
giving directions
using the
Imperative

the

9

Celebrate European
Day of Languages

Preparing for
GCSE

Use reflexive
verbs to talk
about
routines

Talk about
how you use
technology

YEAR

10

Describe a past
holiday in
detail

Understand the
Spanish education
system and talk
about school in
detail

Tell the time in
Spanish

Say how old you and
others are using the
verb tener (to have)

Talk about
brothers and
sisters

8

Create a link with
King’s Academy in
Madrid
Describe family
members

Describe pets using
colour adjectives
Speaking
practice with
pictures and
presentations

Count to 31 and
recite the alphabet in
Spanish

Ask and say when your
birthday is

Talk about the pets you
and others have using the
and a/some in Spanish

Spanish
greetings and
introductions

Talk about
hobbies
Continue developing
a curiosity for other
cultures

Become familiar
with the Spanishspeaking world

YEAR

Use adjectives to
describe yourself and
others (verb ser and
adjective + noun
agreements)

7
Spanish phonics
to say typical
Spanish names

Become familiar with
basic Spanish words
which are cognates

Continue a lifelong
love of language
learning

